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In this paper the concept of Poisson randomization is studied as given in [ 1, 21 
and analogous formulae for the generalized process are derived. The generalization 
regards occupancy problems where different ball types are considered such that 
each type has an associated probability distribution of urn occupancy. Theorems 
are given for formulae to calculate probabilities of events and the distribution and 
moments of waiting time random variables. Finally, the theory is illustrated with 
examples. D 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a collection of d disjoint sets, B,, h E D = { 1, 2,..., d), is given 
where lBhl = b,, h ED. Let ,8 denote the vector (b,, bz,..., bJ, N= ULED B,, 
sothatIN[=n=b,+... + b, and finally M = { 1, 2 ,..., m }. 
We will call the elements of B, (and N) balls and those of M urns. 
Suppose the n balls are randomly put into the m urns and the probability 
that any ball x E B, is put into urn i is given by pih, i E M, h E D. Thus 
Plh + .*a +pmh= 1 for every h ED. 
With the set of functions MN, f: N + M, we will associate a probability 
space in the following manner: interpretfE MN as a distribution of the balls 
of N into the m urns of M. Any such function can be throught of as a 
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random distribution of the N balls into the M urns in this fashion. For such 
fE MN we define the probability, P,(J), by 
P,(f) = n p;;h nf-l’i)‘. 
ieM 
hsD 
(l-1) 
Po( . ) is extended by summation to the power set of MN, B(MN): for 
A E B(MN), 
qd4 = c P,(f). (l-2) 
fcA 
We denote the probability space (M”, 8(MN), PO) by Qo. Let 
a = (a, ) a* )...) ad) be given, ah > 0, h E D, and 
a family of Poisson processes defined by d independent Poisson random 
variables, N,,(t), of intensity ah, h E D. The probability that N,,(t) = it, in 
the notation of [2] is given by 
Q(N,,(t) = n) = (a,t)” ~“~‘/n! (1.3) 
n E N, = {O, 1, 2 )... }. 
There is a natural and as will be evident a useful way to associate with 
f E MN or A E kY(A4”) a corresponding event in Ug,. We define a morphism 
Ht : Q. + Yd, such that for f E MN and given cih E N,, i E M, h E D. 
H4, pM ,?, (fBhnf?)l = cih)) = i?, ,?, (Nmh(l)ih) = ‘ihI- 
Ht is a generalization of the morphism given in [2]. 
It is not diffkult to demonstrate some properties of Ht. In fact we have 
the following 
LEMMA 1. Suppose the event A E MN is associated with the sequence 
cih E NO, i E M, h E D, as indicated above and the event B associated with a 
corresponding sequence ch . Then 
(i) H~(AnB)=H~(A)nH~(B) 
so that H:(0) = 0. IJA n B = 0 then 
(ii) H4,(A u B) = Ht(A)u H:(B). 
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Lemma 1 can be extended to arbitrary events in MN. Intuitively, Ht 
associates with the event of Qo, “for every h E D and i E M the number of 
balls of type B, in urn i is cjk,” the joint Poisson event in Y,, “for the 
process of intensity a,, there are exactly cjh arrivals in the interval of time pih 
for every i E A4 and h E D.” 
If A E MN, an event in Qo, let A, denote H,(A) its image in Yb: and 
Q,(A) = Q(A,) the associated Q-probability (i.e., Poisson, (1.3)) of the 
image. These definitions are consistent in the sense that every 4jp, event can 
be expressed as elementary Q. events generated by conditions 
(IBh nf-‘(9 = Cih) 
for cjh E N,, i E M, h E D. We express this as 
LEMMA 2. Zf A, B E Qo, A n B = 0, then Q,(A U B) = Q,(A) + Q,(B)- 
Proof: We have 
Q# n B) = Q((A nB)J 
= Q<H:<A nB)) 
= Q(0) 
=o 
So that the thesis follows. 
2. THEOREM OF RANDOMIZATION 
The morphism Ht will permit the resolution of occupancy problems of the 
space Q. more easily when for any event A c MN the function Q,(A) of the 
variables a i, a2 ,..., ad is known. In this context the ah’s may be regarded as 
formal variables. This property is given explicitly in the 
THEOREM OF RANDOMIZATION. With the notation and definitions given 
in the introductory paragraph let A be an event in the probability space fSp,. 
Then 
where Dz,B denotes the dlflerential operator 
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Proof: We compute the probability Q,(A) using conditional probability 
and the law of alternatives (i.e., a sample space partition) on the numbers of 
balls b, , b 2,..., b, randomized by Ya. Then 
Q&4) = c Q (A In K,,(1) =b,)) Q ( C-l W,,(l) =W) 4 heD hED 
The last equality is a result of the fact that conditional Poisson is uniform 
and that is precisely the occupancy problem probability. So 
Qcx@)=ex~ (- hTDah) Tp#) hvD f$ (2.2) 
Now (2.1) follows easily from (2.2) which may be recognized as a Taylor 
series expansion in the formal variables ai, a*,..., ad. 
From (2.2) it is also evident that 
QM exp ( c ah) 
hcD 
is the exponential generating function of P,(A) in the indeterminates 
a, ,..., ad. 
As an application of this theorem we will apply (2.1) to determine the 
distribution of some fundamental random variables that are rather naturally 
associated with the space @, . Let ch E N,, for h E D be given, y = (c, ,..., cd), 
then forfE MN we define the following non-negative, integer-valued random 
variables Bib , Oi, M,, such that 
Bih(f)=IBhnf-l(i)l (2.3) 
ei(f> = c eih(f) 
hcD 
(2.4) 
for I’EM, hED, and 
M,(f)=I{iEM:VhED,eih(f)=Ch}I. (2.5) 
Intuitively, Oih counts the number of balls of type B, in urn i and ei totals the 
number of balls in urn i. Bib and Bi are usually called occupancy numbers in 
the literature. The definition of M, imposes a vector condition on the urns 
that are members of the set on the right side of the equality in (2.5): M, 
counts the numbers of urns that contain c,-type B, balls, c,-type B, 
balls a.. and c,-type B, balls. 
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For every d-vector < = (x, ,..., xd) we write 
(! =x1! x,! ***x,! 
and if we define 7Ci = (pi, ,pi2,..., pid) then, for T G M, p(y, T) denotes the 
product nicT $‘, a(T) the vector sum xisT 71i and, finally, (e, a) the 
ordinary scalar (inner) product of two d-vectors. We can now prove with this 
notation 
THEOREM 2.1. The probability distribution in Q. of the random variable 
M, is given by the formula 
PB(My= v) =p 1 (-qk-” ( i ) x PO, “,‘;;X)p;““‘“” 
k>u ITI=k 
TSM 
(2*6) 
when b, 2 me&or all h E D. 
Prooj We will use the random variables Oih and the inclusion-exclusion 
principle to compute Qn(MY= v) and then apply the randomization theorem. 
Evidently 
Q,(eih = c,,) = @h;;'ch exp(-ahpi,). (2.7) 
If A, = nhCD (Oih = ch) then for T E M by the independence of the processes 
Ye: 
p(y, q e-(a,o(TH. v3) 
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If we denote by S, the classical coefficients that appear in the formula of 
Charles Jordan (see [3, p. 1951) we may write 
‘k= ,zk Qa ( n h) 
iET 
TEM 
zz 
(2.9) 
TEM 
The probability we seek, Qu(My = v), may now be determined by 
inclusion*xclusion: 
Q,W,= VI= x (-I)~-" ( i ) s, 
k>v 
since (My = v) denotes the event that “exactly u of the events A i occur.” To 
complete the proof we apply the randomization theorem and evaluate 
haD 
at al=a2=-.. = ad = 0. Therefore we need to evaluate Dz,, applied to the 
function 
(a?” exp (a, o(M) - o(T)) = (a?” x 
I>0 
(l, ,.Ji,+ 1 ) anb(r>l’-‘A~“‘M” W-Y 
where 1 = (1,) 1, ,..., Id) and ld+l = I- (A, a(A4)), the exponent of -u(T) in 
(2.10). For every d-vector v the derivative 
D~,Da”I, ,=...= ad=O=P! 6,, 
where S,, denotes the Kronecker delta function. Therefore, recall 
b, + . . . + b, = n, 
409/104/z-15 
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D~,s(ay)kexp(a,~(~)-~(T))I,,=...=ad=O 
= G3wk [Fo+ c * ~,r..../d+,>O (z lz ) ~l[--o(T)l~d+lI,,=...=ad=O 1 y*.*y dt 1 
1 n 
=- 
n! ( b, - c,k ,..., b, - cdk, n - k(c, + ... + cd) 
P+,(T)]‘~- yk.o(M)) 
= co “:y,! [-u(T)](4-ky,o(M)). 
Thus we obtain (2.6). 
3. WAITING TIMES 
Suppose we now have at our disposition an unlimited number of balls of 
each type B,, h E D, to put into the m urns. If Th is the time (i.e., number of 
balls) necessary for an event to occur which concerns type B, balls, h E D 
(example: the 5th urn has exactly 3 type-2 balls in it), and 
Wd=T1+T2+ e.. + Td is the sum or total waiting time, then the 
distribution of W, and E(Ws), the rth-moment of W,, are readily obtained. 
To this end we use a waiting time distribution result of [2], independence of 
the ball types and combinatorics. Some preliminaries are necessary 
beforehand. 
Consider the case d = 1 for which we have p1 + a.. +pm = 1, 
O. = (MN, Z(MN),P,J, ]N] = n, P,(A)=P,(A) and a = aI. From the 
theorem of randomization (for d = 1) 
P,(A)=D”[e”Q,(A)lI,=, (3.1) 
where D = d/da. Further, let W be a waiting time random variable so that 
we repeatedly place balls into the urns at random until some specified event, 
A, occurs and stop at time or ball n if A occurs for the first time with ball n. 
For example, as before, A might be “urn number 5 has exactly 3 balls in it.” 
We wish to evaluate P,( W = n) where n is no longer fixed. 
Now let R,=PI, S2,=MN for INj=n and finally Q=lJ.,oQ,, a coun- 
table space. ForfE R n f2, define 
(3.2) 
where 
p;(f) = fi PIN W-‘(i) I, 
i= I 
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R is thus endowed with a probability measure and becomes a probability 
space for A c R by summation. 
In addition to our waiting time random variable, W, let B be the number 
of balls used in the process and define Q(a) = Q,(W > B). We have by the 
law of alternatives 
Q(a) =c Q,<W > BIB = n) Q,(B = n> (3.3) 
n>O 
= c P,(W> n)PcP/n!. n>O 
By (3.3) we obtain 
P,(w > n) = D”[e”Q(a>l Inzzo. (3.4) 
The relation 
P,(W=n)=P,-,(W> n- 1)-P,(W> n) 
together with (3.4) imply 
P(w=~)=-D”-‘[e”Q’(a)]l,=, (3.5) 
as in [2]. 
Recall that our original goal was to determine the distribution of the 
random variable W, and the moments E( Wi), r E No, of W,. Associate 
Q(a,) with each waiting time T,. With the above preliminaries in order we 
may demonstrate: 
THEOREM 3.1. For the definitions of the waiting time W, and Q(a,) 
above we have 
12 
n, ,..., Itd i 
fi D”h- ’ [e”hQ’(a,)] (3.6) 
h=l 
evaluated at a, = . - - = ad = 0; 
E(Wd) = 5 Ia: !&,> da, 
h=l 0 
(3.7) 
E( W;) = $ 1: (i&-i,, - 1) Q(oh) do, - 2 h2j loa Q(ah) dahi,“’ Q(aj) daj* 
(3.8) 
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Proof. Equation (3.6) is a result of the independence of the random 
variables T,,, h E: D, an application of the multinomial theorem together with 
Theorem (6.1) of [2] which was essentially repeated in the preliminaries for 
completeness. Equations (3.7) and (3.8) follow from the linearity of the 
expected value functional and Corollary (6.1) in [ 21. 
We could proceed and develop an expression for E(WL), r > 3, using the 
multinomial theorem but we will not need this result. 
Theorem 3.1 may be used to derive an expression for the waiting time 
distribution of a generalized process wherein the balls at each time step are 
randomly sampled according to some specified probability distribution: for 
example, multinomial. In this general case P( W, = n) of Theorem 3.1 is a 
conditional probability and together with a sampling scheme one may derive 
the unconditional waiting time distribution (authors’ unpublished result). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
To illustrate the handiness of the randomization theorem let us consider 
an example for the case d = 1. Define the random variable X, to be the 
location or number of the first empty urn. We wish to determine P,(X, = k), 
kEM. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The probability that the first empty urn is k is given 
by 
P”(X, = 1) = (1 -PJ”, (4.1) 
P&Y, = k) = 
n&O 
n*+n*+...+nk=n 
for k > 1. 
Proof: From the theorem of randomization (d = 1) for k > 1 we have 
when Oi denotes the number of balls in urn i 
Q,(X, = k) = Q,(e, > 0 ,..., 8,- 1 > 0,8, = 0) 
k-l 
= exp(-apk) n [ 1 - exp(-aPi)]. 
i= 1 
Thus 
k-l 
eaQ,(Xl = k) = exp[a(l -Pk)] !?I [1 -exP(-(Vi)]. 
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We need only to evaluate D”[enQa(X, = k)] at a = 0: 
k-l 
Dn[eaQm(X, = k)] = 
= ( 
n 
n,....,?l&>O h ,..., nk 
D’b@-Pk) n D”i(l _ e-aPi) 
i= 1 
n,+...tnpn 
from which (4.2) is readily obtained when a = 0. 
For k = 1, Q,(X, = k) = exp(-cxp,) and (4.1) is an easy consequence of 
this and the theorem of randomization or by simple probabilistic reasoning. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If p, =p2 = ... =p,,, = l/m then P,(X, = 1) = 
(1 - l/m)” and for k > 1 
P,(X, = k) = m -* T 
z i 
n 
n ,,..., nk-,>o nl ,..., nk i 
(m - l)nk(-l)np’+k---“k.(4.3) 
nk>O 
n,+...+nk=n 
As a numerical example in Corollary 4.1 let m = 2 then P,(X, = 1) = 
P”(X, = 2) = 2 -n. 
As a multidimensional example let A be the event that urn number i 
contains exactly k balls. It is not difficult to demonstrate that 
P,(A) = k ,; 2. (4.4) 
11 3d 
k,-v... +kd=k 
where it is assumed that b, > k, for all h E D, for simplicity. 
The verification of (4.4) follows easily from the theorem of randomization 
with the observations that 
Q,(A)= k ,; >. 
t. ..1 d 
hfi, (a,Pih)kheXP(-ahPih)/kh! 
k,t... tkd=k 
and 
d (a,Pih>kh eah(l --Pi!,) 
D:,L3 JI 
/I=1 k, ! n,=...=CYpO 
= 
To conclude we wish to point out the novel approach to the resolution of 
occupancy problems emphasized here: Poisson randomization and its conse- 
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quence. For an extensive bibliography on this subject we refer the reader to 
the book by Johnson and Kotz [4] and [2]. The first is a treatise on urn 
models in discrete probability but with a combinatorial approach. 
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